enterprise
clinicals

A comprehensive suite of modules for the
creation, management and presentation of
clinical information.
Orion Health Enterprise Clinicals provides instant access to up-to-date information
through a web-based portal that allows clinicians to view, create and manage accurate
clinical information.

From diagnostic ordering to clinical
documentation; Enterprise Clinicals allows
clinicians to not only view medical information,
but to also complete a range of tasks such as
ordering tests and medications, completing
problem lists and alerts and signing off results.
The consolidated view of patient information
allows clinicians to view a high level snapshot
of information, drill down into both current and
historical records, then complete a range of
tasks. The solution captures and displays
information from across systems and
departments to ensure the right information is
available at the right time - improving decision
making and helping with patient outcomes.
A highly configurable suite of modules,
Enterprise Clinicals is deployed with best
practice workflows, that can be customised
and configured to meet individual clinicians’
needs. Through a streamlined deployment

method, organisations can experience value
quickly and efficiently. Modules can then be
added to over time as the organisation requires,
and the solution can be extended beyond
the walls of the hospital into the community.
The solution includes a comprehensive
Electronic Medical Record that allows
clinicians to view diagnosis history, medical
history, problem lists & allergies, active
medication a patient is on, any clinical
documentation and results. It facilitates CPOE
orders across laboratory, radiology,
medications, surgical procedures and other
ancillary services. And has built-in clinician
decision support for outpatient, inpatient and
surgical departments. With robust integration
across Pharmacy, Radiology, Laboratory
systems and other 3rd party applications,
Enterprise Clinicals is a true source of truth
for clinical information.
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Benefits of Enterprise Clinicals
Global reach,
local touch
Orion Health brings 25+ years of global healthcare
experience and capabilities to each and every customer,
without compromising on the local touch required for
successful delivery and support. Our robust global
experience, combined with our local and regional
implementation workforce, means we are equipped to
seamlessly manage the nuances of culture and language.

Designed for users
With pre-configured best practice workflows, an easy to
use interface that reduces user learning curves and the
ability to customise the solution, Enterprise Clinicals is
designed specifically for the individuals using it. With
seamless integration across disparate sources, Enterprise
Clinicals connects across systems and departments and
allows users to access information instantaneously on web
or handheld devices.

Integrated
Seamless integration with legacy and third-party
systems, using common industry-wide technology and
standards, means the solution connects across systems
and departments and allows users to access information
instantaneously. So, the right information is available at the
right time.

Real-time view
of information
Physicians have quick access to accurate and timely
clinical information through a web-based portal that can
be accessed on desktop or mobile devices. Seamlessly
integrating across departments and third party
applications, Enterprise Clinicals provides a consolidated
view of information that allows clinicians to make better,
more informed decisions.

Flexibility
We understand that not all healthcare organisations are
built the same. As well as possessing a pre-configured
best practice solution, Enterprise offers flexible workflows
to support various scenarios and ensure the most optimal
operation for your organisation. The solution is also highly
scalable and can be used by smaller individual hospitals, as
well as large hospital groups in a single, multi-site instance,
ensuring suitability today and into the future.

Multi-site enabled
Enterprise Clinicals provides multi-site functionality that
allows for the deployment of a single instance across
multiple sites or facilities – allowing hospital groups to
operate in a centralised or hosted environment, including
the cloud if required.
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Enterprise Clinicals Module Suite
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Simplifying processes, driving greater organisational efficiencies and
improving patient outcomes.
Find out more at orionhealth.com/global/products/enterprise
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